


 
 My main source was John Signor’s SP Shasta Division. 

Start with Research 



 
 30” radius to tight for large locos 

 Didn’t like one level over another 

 Not enough local industry 

 Don’t waste time coving ceiling 

 Slow progress ~ family first 

 CAD drawing is a great asset 
 

 More room became available 

 More time became available 

 Mushroom layouts in publications 

 Visited mushroom layouts 

 LDE idea introduced 

First Try & Lessons Learned 

CadRail drawing – 4 levels superimposed 

 



 
 Sanborn Maps 

More Prototype Research 

FOLLOW RAILROAD 



 

Archive Visits 
The 1917 map of 
Cottonwood from 
the SP engineering 
department show 
size and type of 
buildings, fences, 
and the lawn. 
Other SP maps 
show land contour, 
electrical, drainage. 
   

The 1913 chart 
shows station name 
by mileage (also 
used in conductor’s 
log books) and 
siding lengths. 

  
 



 

Givens and ‘Druthers 

In 2004, I started planning. 

3rd PlanIt CAD® drawing 
Interior 23’x59’ 

8’ ceiling 

 Stick with summer of 1926 time frame 
 40” Minimum Radius for 2/10/4’s 
 Minimum of 30” walkways, 3’ goal, 4’ in major yard 
 #6 switches for most of layout, # 8 for sidings 
 Lots of local industry ~ Priority on switching 
 10’ sidings to allow for 20 car trains 
 Continue to use knowledge of SP Shasta Division 
 Historically accurate track alignments 
 Division or subdivision yard 
 A sincere walk along track plan 
 Operators should not be able to see the next town site 
 Staging yards (hopefully loops) at each end 
 Wireless DCC with no buss 
 Operations using switch lists like Dallas Gilbertson 

 
 



 

Planning ~ Phase 1 



Stub end staging going 
into reversing loop 

  

Not giving up! 
  

Mushroom 

  

Train length 

40” radius 

Mainline length estimate 

1 

2 

3 

4 



 Still using CADRail®.  After dozens of 
drawings, I finally have an approximation of 
the layout. 

 Towns roughed in to give 14’ sidings. 

 Still having problems with Gerber wye. 



Car loading info 

Equipment 

Sanborn map year 

 Various resources were used to gather industrial information, especially the 
Sanborn Fire Maps®.  Not only the location in town, but the name and size of 
each structure. 



 Each town site sketched 

 These became LDE’s 

 LDE = Layout Design 
Element.  Choosing track 
and structure elements 
from the prototype. 
Design work already 
done for you!  Selective 
compression as needed. 



 Now using 3rdPlanit® 

 CAD allows you to move 
LDEs around. 

 Accurate drawings 

Roughing in benchwork 

Frame opening for attic access 

Moving LDEs around 

Air return 



1 

4 3 
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 Benchwork height = 50” 

 Raised platform = 20” 

 Opening between valance 
that hides lights = 17” 

Operations 
started with 
3 towns 
around wall: 
 

Gerber 
Proberta 
Red Bluff 
 

Cottonwood 
was soon 
added 
 

Unsure what to do on upper level 

Long spiral to upper level 



 More refinement of plan including benchwork for 
mushroom.  Aisle in Gerber = 40”, Red Bluff = 36”, Proberta 
= 30”, Cottonwood = 40”.  One duckunder for Bella Vista. 



 Area modeled is Southern Pacific’s Shasta Division’s Gerber Subdivision.  
The main line is 550’.  Towns modeled are in green.  Branch lines and their 
towns modeled are red. 

 Roseville/Davis has a 7 track staging yard, Dunsmuir 5 tracks. 



Selective compression 

meant moving the 
stockyard to allow 
for other industries 
that were present 
on the east side of 
Cottonwood but  
otherwise could not 
be included. 

East 



 

 Each set of lights has its own circuit breaker and there are sockets in the ceiling to plug in each string of 
lights.  60 watt CFL in photo replaced now with LED bulbs.  

 CAD drawings printed out full size on 11”x17” paper.  Mark joists location on supports.  

 Coved corners are 1/8” non-tempered hardboard, taped, sheet rock mud sanded smooth. 

Construction ~ Phase 1 



 

 Benchwork is ¾” 7 ply plywood 
that had been stashed away for 
previous layout. Was around 
$12/sheet 15 years ago.  

 Photos of area where used when 
painting backdrops. Sometimes I 
painted prior to benchwork, other 
times after. Acrylic was used. 
Screws in fascia are countersunk 
and then puttied over and sanded 
smooth.  



 

 Homasote® is glued, screwed, remove screws, leveled with DAP® spackling. 

 Orange & white wires are 10 gauge feeder for one of 11 DCC blocks.  

 Ponce wheel used to transfer drawing.  Cut open frog location and inked. 

 Every track section is connected with 22 gauge feeder.  

 Power supply for eventual 220 Tortoise switch machines. 



 

 

 350 8’ strips cut for 8 layers of 1/8”x1” untempered splines and then track glued directly on it for 40” curves.   

 Most of the layout is MicroEngineering® flex.  I would buy unweathered if doing again because I ended up 

painting ties and rails anyway. Also easier to solder.  Ties glued with DAP Clear ADHESIVE Caulk.® 

 Many areas are laid on CVMW® tie strips with rails attached with Barge Cement® and MEK.  



 

 

 

 Fast Tracks® did not offer tie strips 
when I first started, but I did use their 
filing jigs and frog soldering jig. 

  I made my own jigs so I could use 
Central Valley® tie strips. Layout has 
#8’s for main line trains, #6’s for yard 
and switching areas, #5’s on the 3 
branch lines.  

 Later found it better to make groups of 
switches for better flow. 

 
 

 Slide switch throws points – push away points move away from person. 

 I made an alignment jig to come up from the underneath layout to locate 
mounting holes for Tortoise.  Paper covers hole. 

 1” PVC couplings were turned on a lathe and made 250 for less than $8. I 
had contacted the developer of these and they were close to $1 each.  

 



 

Planning ~ Phase 2 

Calculating plywood 
needed to finish 



 I thought about 
abandoning the 
mushroom idea and 
just have staging in 
loop past Redding. 

 Decided to move 
forward with 
mushroom.  Finding 
a place to put staging 
helped rest fall in 
place. 

 Instead of a helix to  
move to upper level a 
helper grade of 2.35% 
starting right after 
Redding and ending 
at Pitt was used.  
Found 2-8-0 could 
pull 6 to 8 cars. 

To possible upper staging 

Possible 2 loop helix 

Success!  5 loops 



Steps 

SV&E branch line 

 Layout Design Elements were used to design Pitt, Morley, LaMoine and towns on the Sacramento 
Valley & Eastern Railroad:  Copper City, Delamar, and Bully Hill. 

 With the exception of Morley all the other towns are now under Lake Shasta. 

 The long spiral from Redding to Pitt follows the Sacramento River Canyon up the 2.35% grade. 

 Each loco is being rated for the number of cars.  All helpers are put on at Redding ahead of caboose 
requiring 2 man crews.  Locos can be turned at Morley to return to helper ready track in Redding. 

 



 CAD drawings allowed 
upper sections to be built on 
floor and then lift to ceiling. 

 Floor was marked to insure 
alignment. 

 By using CAD, only 3 cross-
pieces needed to be moved to 
install switch machines. 



 Headroom with 
8’ ceiling is 6’4”. 

 Benchwork 
height is 55” 
compared to 50” 
on lower level. 

 Mushroom 
construction 
means no 
trackwork above 
another level 
when viewing. 

 Open viewing 
area on upper 
level is 15.5” 
compared to 17” 
on lower level. 

 Could not easily 
be built without 
CAD drawings.  
Easy to turn each 
level on or off. 

¾” ply floor supported by 2x4s 

Deck support and valance 
screwed into ceiling joists 



 

Operations 



 JMRI Ops switchlists are generated at the 
dispatcher’s desk in real time on ½ sheets 
of paper. 

 

 Dispatcher can call any of 8 stations.  Call 
light latches on.  Phone system is a party line. 



Loco & staging location 

Take water 8 min. 

Cars to be set out 

Train tonnage & # cars 

Crew directions @ termination 

Sample switchlist 
using JMRI OPS.  
Final printout 
modified by Dan 
Foltz “Manifest 
Creator” to fit on 
½ sheets of paper.  
Requires 
installation of 
Microsoft Excel®. 



PenPal® from Walmart® 

Green shows switch aligned for main 

Drink holder 

Push slide switch toward wall moves points toward wall 

Clipboard holder & uncoupling skewers every few feet  



 Most stations have a phone at the station and 
require crew to OS upon arrival & departure. 

 Direction signs are at each end of yard limits. 



 Track diagrams help local crews with 
industry locations. 



 1926 employees timetable used to help create scheduled trains.   

 Adjoining divisions were looked at to better understand traffic.  

 Special instructions and speeds over district are used. 



 

Research Continues 



25 cars of wheat & barley in 6 mo. 
Shipped north to Montague. 

Cottonwood does not grow wheat. 
Shipped from Marysville & Williams. 

55 cars of green fruit per season. 

Lumber will be unloaded at spur end 
Instead of team track 



 

A Quick Tour 



Roseville/Davis Staging 

Gerber ~ A Subdivision Point 



Proberta 

Reed Creek Bridge 
& Diamond Match 



Red Bluff 



Cottonwood 



Anderson 



Girvan 

Redding 



Sacramento River Canyon 

Kennet 



Copper City 

SP Main Line to Pitt 



Delamar 



Bully Hill 



Pitt 



Morley 



LaMoine 



LaMoine Lumber Co. 
Camp 6 



Dunsmuir Staging 



Thanks for coming! 


